
Who belongs in the Noble lab?
A lab like ours, which does interdisciplinary research, can be daunting because prospective lab
members may be unsure how much specific background in genomics and proteomics on the
one hand or computer science and statistics on the other hand is required to be successful
here. In practice, our lab has included trainees with diverse backgrounds. Here are some
vignettes to give an idea of this breadth.

Graduate students
Robin Aguilar, Genome Sciences — I started my undergraduate degree majoring in Spanish
but ended up completing my studies with a major in biochemistry with dual minors in computer
science and Spanish. I became interested in computational biology much later during
undergrad, and completed internships at Stanford, University of Geneva, and the Genome
Sciences Summer Research Program. My previous internships have drawn from a number of
interdisciplinary areas including molecular biology and genomics.

Gesine Cauer, Genome Sciences — I went to a small liberal arts college, where I majored in
biology with a concentration in scientific computing and minor in psychology. While in college,
and for two years afterwards, I primarily did benchwork, and my projects ranged from protein
biochemistry to cancer cell signaling. However, because I like developing algorithms and dislike
pipetting, I switched to computational biology. I spent another year working on a computational
cancer genomics project before starting in GS. There was and still is a learning curve
associated with making such a switch, but I’m fortunate to be surrounded by helpful and patient
people and it has been well worth the effort.

Lincoln Harris, Genome Sciences — I attended a small liberal arts college, where I initially
intended to study organismal biology and ecology. But after taking a computer science class my
sophomore year, I discovered my love for coding and computing, which led me to the world of
computational biology and bioinformatics. My undergraduate research involved genome
assembly and molecular phylogenetic analysis of an aquatic invertebrate species. After college I
worked at a research institute in the Bay Area on a team applying single-cell transcriptomic
techniques to study the molecular basis of aging and cancer. My doctoral research in the Noble
lab involves developing computational tools for analysis of quantitative proteomics data. I am
passionate about open-source code and open-access science.

Alan Min, Statistics — I did my undergraduate degree in statistics, where I did some research
analyzing images of fluorescent probes for detection of epigenetic markers. I’m currently
working with Bill on research in applying Bayesian topic modeling algorithms to single cell
sequencing data, where I’m drawing on a wide range of different experiences.



Rowan Nelson, PREP Program Fellow — I graduated with a BS in Biochemistry and Molecular
Biology with a concentration in Computational Molecular Biology, with minors in Biological Data
Science and Computer Science (as well as Japanese for fun). My research so far has been in
the wet lab, doing a project on identifying methane-cycling microbes present in the Copper River
Delta, AK, a high-latitude wetland. This project mostly involved doing DNA extraction and
quantification, as well as PCR, but during my time in that lab I helped graduate students with
some simple bioinformatic tasks. I love solving problems using code but have had limited
experience in my undergraduate studies in applying my coding skills to biological problems.

Mu Yang, Biomedical Informatics and Medical Education — My undergraduate major was in
public health, and specifically was in the environmental health track. Up until the end of my
undergraduate years, my lab experiences were limited to experimental labs, mostly related to
the microbiology field. I joined a computational biology lab in my graduate program and went on
to obtain a masters degree in bioinformatics.

Melih Yilmaz, Computer Science and Engineering — I majored in electrical engineering as an
undergrad, but the better part of my studies were devoted to applied machine learning and data
science through coursework and internships. A research internship at Stanford Biomedical Data
Science motivated me to pursue machine learning applications in biomedicine, and I'm looking
forward to diving deeper into computational biology.

Postdocs
Borislav (Bobby) Hristov — I started my undergrad firmly expecting to pursue a pure math
major all the way to and through graduate school but I ended up getting a degree in computer
science as I liked developing algorithms and building software. My fascination with biological
problems and the immense joy I experience of applying the abstract math, machine learning,
and computer science techniques to solving these problems further bent my academic trajectory
towards computational biology. I did my Ph.D in computer science at Princeton working mostly
on cancer genomics algorithms and now, at the Noble lab, my research is focused on studying
the Plasmodium parasite genome.

Anupama Jha — I started my career as a software engineer; my undergrad degree is in
computer science. After working for two years in industry developing navigation systems for
cars, I got a master's degree at TU Munich. There I discovered my two passions: machine
learning and computational biology. I went on to obtain a Ph.D. degree in these two areas. My
research focus during my Ph.D. was the application and development of interpretable machine
learning methods for answering core biological questions related to splicing differences between
tissues and regulatory networks of RNA-binding proteins. For my postdoctoral studies, I will
develop machine learning methods for imputing high-throughput genomic data sets, particularly
with respect to 3D genome architecture.

Gang Li - I got my undergraduate degree in mathematics and applied mathematics, my masters
degree in statistics, and my Ph.D. in statistics and operations research with a machine learning



concentration. My Ph.D. research focused on both fundamental statistical inference and method
development for bioinformatics applications. My research projects involved batch effect
correction for scRNA-seq data, DNA methylation imputation, deep learning methods to enhance
GWAS signals, and deep fiducial inference.  For my research in the Noble lab, I will develop
machine learning methods for interpreting high-throughput genomic data sets with respect to 3D
genome architecture, with a particular emphasis on mouse embryonic development.

Yang Lu — My background has been quite mixed. My undergraduate degree was in software
engineering, and I received training targeted towards a full-stack software engineer, from
low-level embedded system to high-level UI development. My masters degree was in computer
science, and I specialized in network sciences. My Ph.D. degree was in computational biology
and bioinformatics, and I worked on the combination of machine learning and metagenomics. In
addition, I also interned at Microsoft Research, Microsoft Bing, Tencent Research, and Ericsson.
In the Noble lab, I am working partially on computational mass spectrometry and partially on
general purpose machine learning interpretation techniques.

Ran Zhang — I majored in biological sciences in undergrad, where I did wet lab research in a
cell biology lab studying autophagy. I entered graduate school with no coding experience, but I
found my interest in computational biology during the first year rotation. My Ph.D. work focused
on context-specific disease gene prediction, and I’m currently working on single cell data
integration in the Noble lab.

Former lab members

Graduate students
Ayse Dincer, Computer Science and Engineering  — My undergraduate major was in computer
science and engineering, where I became interested in bioinformatics and computational
biology. I am currently pursuing a Ph.D. in computer science and doing research in
computational biology. I am fascinated by the complexity of genomic data and how challenging
yet satisfying it is to apply computational approaches for solving biological problems. I am
expanding my knowledge of genomics and proteomics while developing and applying machine
learning techniques for solving biological problems.

Kianna Hales, Genome Sciences — I did my undergrad in molecular, cellular and
developmental biology and informatics. I have previously worked as a therapy assistant for kids
with autism spectrum disorder, as a junior computational biology intern at the Center for
Infectious Disease Research, and as an undergraduate computational biology intern at
Microsoft Research.

Andy Lin, Genome Sciences — My background is in molecular biology and computational
biology and my interests lie in the development of statistically rigorous protocols for use in
forensics. My undergraduate degree was in Cell Molecular Biology and Life Sciences



Informatics. Following my undergrad degree I went to work at Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory for two years prior to joining the GS department. Outside the lab I enjoy volunteering
at the zoo and various outdoor activities.

Jacob Schreiber, Computer Science and Engineering — I started my undergraduate program
as a psychology major and ended up getting a degree in biomolecular engineering. Likewise, I
started my graduate studies in the computer science department and the eScience institute but,
by the end, my research was almost entirely on genomics. Despite my best efforts, I keep being
drawn back to computational research in biology, potentially because it allows me to tackle
important problems without the challenges of having to talk to other people.

Postdocs
Kris Alavattam, Genome Sciences / Institute for Stem Cell and Regenerative Medicine — Like
many other members of the Noble lab, I’ve experienced different kinds of work and disciplines
before landing in my current role, where I am co-mentored by Drs. Bill Noble and Chuck Murry. I
started my undergraduate work as a music composition major and, after a twisting journey, I
finished with a degree in human biology. In my graduate work, I studied germ cell biology and
molecular mechanisms that ensure the perpetuity of life. I did benchwork for the first half of my
time in grad school; in the second half, my research led me to focus on computational biology
(starting as a complete beginner). Now, I divide my time between the lab bench, where I work
with human stem cell-derived cardiac cells, and the Genome Sciences research computing
environment. I feel fortunate to learn from so many people with different experiences, areas of
expertise, and perspectives.

Giancarlo Bonora — With degrees in computer science and electrical engineering, I initially
worked in the exhilarating world of financial information systems, but found myself increasingly
drawn to the field of biology. I entered the newly established UCLA Bioinformatics Ph.D.
program hoping to combine my computational background with my more recently acquired
interest in molecular biology. I was particularly excited about the possibility of applying
computational approaches to gain a better understanding of the factors that regulate genes and
in turn govern cell identity.

Will Fondrie — I started undergrad as a political science major, but fortunately I ended up
studying chemistry instead. As an undergraduate, I performed research in a physical chemistry
lab. Although it was a great experience, I wanted to shift to a field related to biology and
medicine for graduate school. I did my Ph.D. in molecular medicine, where I trained in mass
spectrometry and proteomics. During my Ph.D., I also developed an interest in machine
learning. It was the opportunity to combine these interests—machine learning, mass
spectrometry, and proteomics—that led me to the Noble lab for my postdoc. I now work on
developing machine learning methods to analyze proteomics data and I love it.

Dejun Lin — I worked on protein crystallography as an undergrad, and I got my bachelor's
degree in biological sciences. I did computational chemistry and biophysics research on protein



membrane interactions and antimicrobial lipopeptides for my PhD work. I also developed
algorithms for high performance computing in chemical physics. I am currently working on
applying biophysical principles and computation to genome architecture 3D modeling.

Gurkan Yardimci — Despite my early ambitions to study genetics, I majored in computer
science for my undergraduate studies. After graduation, I pursued a master's degree in
bioengineering, studying both molecular biology and machine learning for a computational
biology specialization. Having combined my “computer skills” with my love of biology, I
continued my graduate studies to obtain a PhD degree in computational genomics and gene
regulation. For my postdoctoral studies in Noble lab, I built on top of my PhD studies by further
focusing on the 3D chromatin organization and its impact on cell biology.


